Trusted
advice from the
leading expert

Clear and
straightforward
assessments

Contact Graham Cumming
and his team:

Our new assessments explain each question
carefully, and build confidence with a gradual
increase in difficulty throughout the papers.

Our unique resource for maths teachers
keeps you updated with the latest information
and provides an unrivalled supply of free
materials and support.

TeachingMaths@pearson.com
020 7010 2174

The Foundation tier papers start with short
one-mark questions rather than multiple
choice, so your students think about,
and not guess, the answers.

Proven
by recent
research

The Maths Emporium

130 emporium emails sent last year
10,000 teachers signed up
16,000 documents.

@EmporiumMaths

Easy-to-read papers
Sample assessment material average
reading age:
Foundation
papers

Higher
papers

Edexcel

Edexcel

Another awarding body

Another awarding body

14.5 years old
16.5 years old

15.8 years old
17.8 years old

Unbeatable preparation
for the new 9–1 exams

60 
free classroom assessments and progression
96  tracking tools.
51  problem solving tests
60  worksheets each for foundation and higher.

papers including sample assessment papers,
specimens, mocks and practice papers.

Take a look at our sample/practice papers 

Unseen mock
exam papers
Our free secure mock service helps you
track student progress, with results for
your students that allow you to compare
their performance to students in other
schools and colleges.**
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Learn more 

Visiting
maths specialists

More than two thirds
of students sat Edexcel GCSE
Mathematics* in 2016.
That’s

Our maths specialists are current and
former teachers who support maths
teachers through the delivery of our
specifications.

503,000 people...

Here’s why
teachers are choosing

Edexcel GCSE (9–1)
Maths…

Over 100 FREE
Collaborative Network
events
We have over 40 hub centres promoting best practice and innovation
through face-to-face events for local schools in their network.
I just wanted to thank you for
hosting the Maths network
meeting - I really found it so
helpful. I’ve taken away so
many fabulous ideas!
L. Kennedy, Cardinal Wiseman High
School, Greenford.

Widely used by teachers across the
country it helps identify topics and
skills where students could benefit
from further learning.
Learn more 

Robert Mainstone Tendring
Technology College (Essex Network)

Plus lots more events to help you throughout the academic year
from getting started to mock marking and feedback events.

ResultsPlus
Mock Analysis
ResultsPlus Mock Analysis provides
the most detailed analysis of mock
exam performance.

The whole event was hugely
worthwhile - intelligently
presented, good pace, and was
a genuine benefit.

Are you in?
If you’re planning on
teaching Edexcel GCSE (9–1)
Mathematics, let us know now,
so we can keep you up-to-date
with all the free support
available.
Tell us now 

* Based on summer 2016 entries for GCSE Mathematics.
** This additional service of national comparison is subject to a minimum of 350 centres with an average of 100
students. providing us with their mock exam performance data through ResultsPlus Mock Analysis.

Face-to-face
events
nationwide
Book now 

